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Chapter 116
Of course Amy Xia knew what Sam Xia was talking about.
After thinking about it, she said, “I don’t want them to worry!”
“Amy Xia, you are their daughter. They worry about you, care about you, and know your
business, it should be!” Amy Xia Looking at Amy Xia, said.
I always feel that she has remained the same at home.
Listening to Sam Xia’s words, Amy Xia turned her head and looked at him, “Big Brother,
what’s the matter with you?”
“I just don’t want my parents to worry about it.
If I let them know, Sebastian Mu knows my identity is because of the problem they said
yesterday. What went wrong with Xia Style, they would definitely blame themselves, I
did this, is there a mistake?” Amy Xia’s words are reasonable, but Sam Xia always feels
that Amy Xia has deliberately maintained a distance from the Xia family.
Although she seemed very close, she was indulged, compromised, respectful… He
couldn’t tell.
“It’s because I think too much, Amy Xia, I still hope that you can tell the family what you
have.
At least, we are a family!” Sam Xia said. The family… Upon hearing this, Amy Xia
glanced at Sam Xia and nodded, “I know!”
“Yeah!” Seeing Amy Xia’s answer, Sam Xia didn’t say anything.
At this moment, Amy Xia’s cell phone rang.
Looking at the number, it was Sebastian Mu. While at Xia’s house today, Sebastian Mu
made countless calls, but she did not answer any of them, and even turned off the
phone. She only switched on the phone after she left Xia’s house. She didn’t expect that

Sebastian Mu’s phone rang again just after it was switched on. She glanced twice, and
simply pressed mute, let him play.
Sam Xia also saw it, and when Amy Xia didn’t speak, he didn’t ask. Soon, I arrived at
Amy Xia’s downstairs.
Amy Xia looked at him, “Brother, I’m going up, be careful on your way!”
“Yeah!” Amy Xia nodded, turned and left.
“Amy Xia!” Sam Xia yelled while sitting in the car.
Amy Xia was about to leave when she heard the sound and turned her head.
“Remember, if you have anything, please call your eldest brother anytime!” Listening to
Sam Xia’s words, Amy Xia nodded with a smile, “Hmm!” Then she turned upstairs.
Seeing Amy Xia left, Sam Xia drove away.
After returning, Amy Xia took a shower and lay on the sofa to watch TV. But her mind
was not on TV, and she was thinking back to a few years ago…
At first, she thought she had a very happy family, but later, she realized that it was not
like that. Thinking of this, thinking of those words, she couldn’t help taking a deep breath.
Feeling a little sleepy, Amy Xia got up and went to sleep, not thinking so much.
At this time, Sebastian Mu, who had been on the phone for a day, was really crazy! This
woman dared not answer his phone! Don’t answer the phone, right? He always has a
way to get her to come forward! So, pick up the phone and dial a number.
“Hey, do me a favor and announce to the public that Chow is going to acquire Xia Shi
Group…” After speaking, Sebastian Mu hung up the phone and sat in the room. His
eyes were as sharp as eagles. Tremble…

Chapter 117
So, woke up the next day.
Amy Xia saw such a news! Yun Rui wants to acquire Xia Style! Seeing this, Amy Xia
almost picked up her mobile phone to call Sebastian Mu with excitement, but after
another thought, it was wrong.
If Sebastian Mu really wants to buy, even if she calls, it will be sent to death, and
Sebastian Mu will not change his attention because of her. Thinking of this, she
immediately picked up her mobile phone and called Sam Xia. Soon, the call was
connected.
Amy Xia can also guess that Sam Xia must be appeasing shareholders with such news.

“Big Brother!”
“Amy Xia!” Sam Xia took the phone and walked to the side.
“I saw the news, is it true?” Amy Xia asked.
“No!” Sam Xia resolutely denied, “I didn’t receive Yun Rui’s contract!”
“Really?” Amy Xia asked.
“Will I lie to you about this?” Sam Xia also said. Hearing this, Amy Xia nodded, “Okay, I
know, but do shareholders believe it?”
“It’s just a matter of groundlessness.
It is inevitable for them to be nervous. They are also shareholders, and they have to see
actual evidence. !” Sam Xia said.
“Don’t worry, it’s okay!” Sam Xia comforted Amy Xia.
“Well, I see, if there is anything, you must call me!” Amy Xia said.
“Yeah, well, be careful of yourself too!”
“Yeah!” Replied and hung up the phone.
Amy Xia sat on the bed and thought for a while, then got up, resisted the urge to call
Sebastian Mu, got up, cleaned up, and had breakfast.
It seems that nothing happened.
If Sebastian Mu really wants to acquire Xia Shi, then it is useless for her to be nervous.
It’s better to think about how to solve it.
At this moment, the mobile phone on the table rang. When she saw the number, Amy
Xia frowned and was still connected.
“Hey, Dad!”
“Amy, have you seen the news?” Summer asked directly over the phone.
“Well, I saw it!” Amy Xia faintly replied, “I just called my eldest brother. This matter is just
groundless. Dad, don’t worry too much!”
“There is no wind and no waves, Sebastian Mu must be thoughtful, otherwise How could
there be such news, and until now, Yun Rui has not stood up to refute the rumors!”
Nelson Xiao said.

In summer, Amy Xia can understand. She thought for a while and said, “Dad, don’t
worry, I won’t let Xia Shi have something to do. Give me two days, and this will definitely
pass!” Amy Xia said confidently. Hearing this, Nelson Xia was taken aback, “What can
you do?”
“Dad, trust me!”
“Amy, Dad called you just to understand the situation. There is no other meaning. Dad
wouldn’t allow it to show up three years ago!” Nelson Xia halted on the phone. Say.
After Amy Xia heard it, she paused slightly, and then said, “I know Dad, don’t worry, it’s
okay!” Listening to Amy Xia’s so determined tone, Xia frowned, “Do you have any idea?”
I don’t know if it will work for the time being, but Dad, believe me, it will be fine!” Amy Xia
said.
Amy Xia said so, what else can summer say, “Well, if you have any news, you must call
me!”
“Well, I know!” Amy Xia responded. So, after hanging up the phone, Amy Xia put the
phone on the table, thought about it, and finally made up her mind.

Chapter 118
After breakfast, she didn’t go to the company, but changed her clothes and went out.
Going to the mall to buy some tea, she took a taxi to a place. This is also considered the
best source of city A. The rows of villas show that the people who live here are either
rich or expensive.
At the door of the villa, Amy Xia got out of the car, took things and walked directly over.
I rang the doorbell and soon the door was opened. When they saw the person at the
door, the person inside was slightly taken aback, “Excuse me?”
“Sister Helen, don’t you remember me?” Amy Xia smiled while looking at the woman on
the opposite side.
“You are!?” Sister Helen frowned when she looked at the person in front of her, but she
looked familiar, but she didn’t feel like she had seen it.
“It’s me, Amy Xia!” Amy Xia said with a smile.
Amy Xia? Hearing this, Sister Helen was a little surprised, “Young lady? You…you are
different from before!” Sister Helen said.
“Really?” Amy Xia smiled faintly.
“Yes, it’s so different!” Sister Helen said excitedly.

Amy Xia smiled, “Is President Mu there?”
“I’m here, eating breakfast inside!” Sister Helen said. Then release immediately.
“Who’s here?” At this moment, Mu Zhen asked while eating.
“Mr. Mu, it’s me, Amy Xia!” Amy Xia stood at the door and spoke softly. Hearing this, Mu
Zhen was taken aback and walked out immediately. When he saw the person at the
door, he immediately laughed.
“Amy, why are you here? You still know to come to see me!” Mu Zhen said with a smile.
“Of course, I also bought your favorite tea specially!” Amy Xia said with a smile.
Looking at the tea Amy Xia bought, “I think you have nothing to do without going to the
Three Treasures Hall!” Listening to Mu Zhen’s words, Amy Xia smiled, “Sure enough,
you can’t hide anything from your eyes!”
“I expected you a long time ago! Will come to see me today!” Mu Zhen said. He had
already decided when he saw the news just now.
“Then you should also know, I am looking for you for something!” Amy Xia said.
At this time, talking, two people walked to the living room.
“Now, you are starting to call me Mr. Mu!” Mu Zhen couldn’t help saying.
“I have divorced Sebastian Mu, you should know about this!” Amy Xia said, calling Dad
again, I am afraid it is a bit inappropriate. Hearing this, Mu Zhen sighed, “This stinky boy,
I really don’t know what to do, marrying a shrewd wife like you, and still going around!”
Hearing this, Amy Xia smiled, “Men don’t like shrewd women, let alone I Why do you
think you are complimenting me!” Amy Xia said.
Listening to Amy Xia’s words, Mu Zhen was taken aback, then laughed.
“Just your mouth, I really can’t pass you!” Mu Zhen said with a smile.
Amy Xia also smiled.
“Are you working at Chow now?”
“Hmm!” Amy Xia nodded.
“Or the chief designer?” Mu Zhen asked.
Amy Xia nodded.
“Then how could this happen? Sebastian suddenly said to buy Xia Shi, a bit too
suddenly!” Mu Zhen asked.

“If I didn’t guess wrong, he was trying to force me out!” Amy Xia said. Hearing this, Mu
Zhen raised his eyebrows and turned to look at her.
“I came back from abroad and entered Chow, but it’s a pity that your precious son didn’t
recognize my ex-wife, so I just did that and worked in Chow!” Amy Xia said. Hearing this,
Mu Zhen suddenly became interested.
“What then?”
“Then successfully helped Chow win the championship, and got Alexia’s contract again.
During the celebration the night before, my parents accidentally leaked it, and he knew
the truth! “

Chapter 119
“Then this stinky boy can’t be crazy!?” Mu Zhen said, still writing excitement. Then I
remembered that the day before yesterday was when Li Sao called her…
It turned out to be like this.
“What happened later?” Mu Zhen asked.
“Later, he knew the truth and said that he was going to acquire Chow!” Amy Xia said,
omitting what should be omitted.
In fact, even if she didn’t omit it, Mu Zhen knew it.
“Didn’t take you home?” Mu Zhen asked suddenly. Hearing this, Amy Xia was taken
aback, and then looked at him, “So you know it!”
“Do you think there is anything you can hide from me?” Mu Zhen said with a smile.
Amy Xia smiled and didn’t explain much. Sometimes, explanation was a kind of
cover-up.
Anyway, she was frank and frank and afraid of nothing.
“Since you can’t hide it, should you always come forward to solve this problem!?” Amy
Xia looked at him and asked.
“How do you want me to solve it?” Mu Zhen asked.
“What he listens to most is what you say, as long as you speak, he will never buy Yun
Rui!” Amy Xia said confidently. Hearing Amy Xia’s words, Mu Zhen nodded. What is
wrong with Sebastian Mu, but there is one thing, that is, he cares about his thoughts.
As long as he said, Sebastian Mu would still listen to it 90%.

It is also because Mu Zhen rarely interferes with him! “That’s true, what’s wrong with this
brat, but as long as I speak, he will still not violate it!”
“That’s why I came to you!” Amy Xia said. Hearing this, Mu Zhen raised her eyebrows
and turned her head to look at Amy Xia, “Now that you are no longer my daughter-in-law,
why should I help you? Why don’t you be my daughter-in-law and I will help you? “Mu
Zhen said with a smile looking at Amy Xia. Hearing this, Amy Xia immediately said, “You
just walked around me.
It has been two years since I left the clutch, let me go!” Amy Xia said with a smile.
Hearing this, Mu Zhen also laughed. Chatting with Amy Xia is fun, she is very talkative
and funny.
I just don’t understand why that brat looks down on Amy Xia.
“I believe that only you can live that brat!” Mu Zhen said.
“You are kidding me again, we have been married for a year, but he never came home
one day!” Amy Xia said.
“Then you are not the way you are now!”
“Then do you mean to tie him up with the appearance? If so, I would rather not. There
are more beautiful women than I am, and he sees different things when he looks back.
I don’t want to be a deep boudoir woman!” Amy Xia said. She said this sentence by
sentence, Mu Zhen originally didn’t mean it, but Amy Xia suddenly said that she didn’t
know what to say.
“Your mouth!” Mu Zhen said with a smile.
“Didn’t I mean it?” Amy Xia asked back.
“Although appearance is the first impression of a woman, the connotation is more
important.
I believe that Sedum is not just a person who values  
every word. His son, he understood very well.

appearance!” Mu Zhen said

Amy Xia laughed when she heard this, “You have a guilty conscience when you say
this!” Mu Zhen was taken aback, and then laughed helplessly, “You still don’t
understand him. When you understand, you won’t I will say that!”
“Then you say, should I understand or shouldn’t!”
“I hope you will understand that as a daughter-in-law, I still value you very much!” Mu
Zhen said.
Amy Xia smiled and didn’t continue to say this, “Then are you helping me or not?!”

“I have to ask that stinky boy about this matter.
If it is only because of this, I will definitely give it to you.
A face…”

Chapter 120: I Want to Kill You
And Sebastian Mu’s side. Sitting in the office, looking at the phone tightly, motionless,
but for a long time, it just didn’t ring. He frowned and the news was released. Even if she
wakes up now, she should see the news, but there is no movement! Is that woman who
doesn’t care, or is she too calm, thinking he dare not buy Yun Rui.
Sebastian Mu became a little impatient, really wishing to kill her.
Looking at the cell phone, it has never rang, let alone the woman’s phone. He also went
downstairs to that woman, but he didn’t see her coming out. Where can she go? He also
checked on the aviation side and did not have any entry or exit from her. Where can she
go? Sebastian Mu thought, and then, a possibility popped into his mind! So he
immediately took out his cell phone and dialed a number. Soon, the call was answered.
“Hey, Sister Helen, where is my dad?”
“Oh, the master is talking to the young lady!” Sister Helen said. Young grandma… Sure
enough, that woman is over there! That woman… He should have thought of it long ago!
Thinking of this, Sebastian Mu replied, “I know!”
“Master, are you coming back?” Sister Helen asked immediately.
“Well, I’ll go back soon!!” Sebastian Mu said word by word. Sister Helen nodded, “Okay,
I get it!” So she hung up the phone.
Looking at Mu Zhen and Amy Xia, he also felt that Amy Xia was very good, but it was a
pity… Sigh.
Master does not know how to cherish! At this time, Mu Zhen looked up and looked at
Sister Helen, “Whose phone number?”
“It’s the young master!” Sister Helen said. Speaking of this, Amy Xia’s figure was taken
aback.
Mu Zhen immediately smiled and turned his head to look at Amy Xia, “It seems that that
stinky boy is running for you!”
“Why, he came to see you!”
“Okay, I’m holding it here. He only comes once a month!” Mu Zhen said.

Amy Xia smiled, “Even if she came to me, she would ask her for a crime!” The events of
that night are vividly vivid, and she doesn’t want to fall into Sebastian Mu’s hands so
early. Seeing Amy Xia’s appearance, Mu Zhen smiled. Why did he feel that Amy Xia and
Sebastian Mu’s affairs would not be so easy to forget. Two years ago, he still sighed that
it was a pity. Now, he suddenly felt that, maybe, things would be over soon.
“If this is the case, then I will go first, and I will see you another day!”
“Will you not wait for him to come before leaving?”
“I want to live a few more years!” Amy Xia said with a smile. Seeing Amy Xia’s
expression, Mu Zhen laughed again, just like Amy Xia’s refreshing and unforgiving
temperament. Town can live in Mu’s house, no problem! Of course, he just thought
about these words in his heart.
“Well, you take a rest, I’ll go first, and I will see you another day!” Amy Xia said with a
smile.
Mu Zhen didn’t force him to stay, and everything developed accordingly. He nodded,
“Okay!” So, Amy Xia stood up and went to the bag, “Don’t forget what you promised me,
you can count on your words!” Amy Xia said laughingly.
“It depends on the situation!” Mu Zhen said. He didn’t agree, but just said to have a look.
Amy Xia didn’t force it, smiled, and walked out after saying goodbye. To her surprise,
when she arrived at the door and was about to take a taxi, a familiar car came into her
eyes. Yes, it is not someone else, but Sebastian Mu. He drove the car directly in front of
him and got out of the car.

